Super S® SuperDry Industrial Absorbent

**Super S SuperDry Industrial Absorbent** is a premium, non clay, industrial absorbent product made from “Diatomite” that works like a sponge

**FEATURES/ BENEFITS**
- Easy to apply
- Absorbs oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid, radiator coolant and more
- Cost effective by saving time
- Can be recycled
- Lightweight
- Non toxic, non corrosive
- Safe for landfills

**APPLICATIONS**
- Control and contain spills in garage and workshop
- Spread over spill area
- Sweep product thru spill to maximize absorption
- Absorbs its own weight in oil or water

**SPECIAL HANDLING, NOTICES OR WARNINGS**
- Avoid breathing the dust
- Handle the used product as you would any petroleum product
- Use in well ventilated area
- Avoid contact with eyes
- If swallowed, call physician DO NOT induce vomiting

**PRODUCT NUMBERS**
- SUS 46 25 lb Bag
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